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This series of authored documentary films offers insights 
into the real world of hardship and poverty. Each film-maker 
explores an area of England and records the stories of people 
who live on or close to the so-called breadline 
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Living with Poverty

Film-makers take a none-judgmental and ‘grass-
roots’ approach by capturing stories from peo-
ple living in challenging circumstances.   

The films cover different forms and ideas of 
poverty including: rural hardship, relative pover-
ty, the working poor, child poverty, geographical 
poverty, plus poverty of ambition and expecta-
tions.

Country Kids
{Bungalow Town Productions]
Holt, a beautiful market town in North Norfolk, 
known as prosperous and well-heeled, turns out 
to be a hot spot of child poverty on the quiet. 
We follow the travails of local charity leader, 
Julie Alford, as she juggles her tireless work 
with local youths and their families, with her 
unremitting efforts to raise funding for the 
charity. Through this charity, Holt Youth 
Project, we come to know three families with 
young children, struggling to balance meagre 
budgets while coping with disability and severe 
illness among the parents.

Mind the Gap
[White Rabbit Films]
This programme takes us on a journey from 
Mayfair to Star Lane, exploring the staggering 
21-year drop in life expectancy across the 
London Underground Network.  It looks at 
inequality in London through the lives and eyes 
of those living at different sides of the wealth 
divide.  

Inspired by a survey by UCL, which shows that 
life expectancy can drop by up to 21 years 
across the London tube and rail network – the 
same divide as between London and Ethiopia.
The film asks what life is like at these two 
extremes. 

Peas and Paypacket
[Sean Mcallister]
Film Director Sean Mcallister goes back to his 
hometown Hull to look for former workers in a 
pea factory where he once worked. In his 
journey he discovers a new landscape of 
working poor people unable to makes ends 
meet despite working a full week and are reliant 
on food banks to feed their families.  The film is 
intercut with raw footage from a film Sean 
made 23 years ago in a hull pea factory.

The Queen of North Shields
[Dandy Films]
Josephine moved to North Shields as a refugee 
from Zimbabwe 13 years ago. Her husband 
Michael works as a nurse in care homes and they 
send home between £400 and £700 a month 
to support their relatives back in the village.  
Although they are seen as rich by their family 
in Africa, they live on one of the most deprived 
and stigmatised estates in Britain, Meadow 
Well.  

The Queen of North Shields is a study of 
relative poverty in Tyneside and Zimbabwe and 
an exploration of the attitudes, identities and 
circumstances which define poverty in both 
places.


